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ABSTRACT 

Heavy reliance on oil and gas based revenues - deeply associated with fragility in stabilized prices - often create undesirable 

outcomes in the hydrocarbon rich economies. In addition to short term uncertainties related to the effects of price fluctuations, 

anticipated long term systematic changes would be liable to bring disparity in demand structures – especially relevant to the 

baseline market trends – with galvanized policy abiding environments. In pursuit of fulfilling the necessary long term commitments, 

major oil exporting companies are commissioning diversification strategies in order to bring environmental reforms pledged under 

the Conference of Parties (COP) 21 based 1.5 and 2.0 degree scenarios. In such scenarios of synergies, it would be of significance to 

know how the oil and gas sector – especially the emerging one – would evolve keeping in view the poverty tradeoffs that would be 

parallelized with the shortcomings on either sides by 2050. It is also imperative to know how revenues from oil and gas sector vary 

under an inflated oil price and a simultaneous depreciated demand from the oil importing companies. In addition, one would also 
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require to know how the energy sector could support economic diversification with mitigated vulnerabilities. Interventions made 

today would not come without implications to energy poverty, energy markets and pledged global environmental goals. 

 

Keywords: Energy, Environment, Decarbonization, Conference of Parties, Sustainability 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In the emerging world with ever-growing societal and technological needs, access to clean energy with sustainable improvements in 

combating the energy poverty and the climate change risks is the right of every society. In pursuance of addressing pledges taken 

under the COP21 Paris Agreement, countries aim to deliver affordable, reliable and modern energy products conformed to the low 

emissions or decarbonization targets. Several options for decarbonizing future environments constitute a framework of “pathways” 

that are supported by three common elements: refining competence in energy saving, plummeting energy from power production, 

and arranging other low-emission preferences in consumer sectors like the Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage (CC(U)S) 

proposed by the COP21 agreement in 2015 [1] and by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 2014 [2]. 

 

Decarbonization Pathways and Evaluation-Oil and Gas Sector 

For an energy alteration setup to remain unswerving with the COP21 agreement- which ‘targets to reinforce the international riposte 

to risk of climate change, in the framework of viable improvement and grinds to stamp out poverty,’- it will necessitate to cogitate 

sustainability and growth on a balanced traction with coping climate change [3]. Therefore, we conceive energy changeovers 

motivated by three inter-reliant principles (sometimes called the 3Es [4]): 

Economic growth. This is a predominant primacy for emerging nations to stamp out poverty and augment social security. Evolving 

countries will not shift to a low-carbon energy structure lest it is allied with their national growth objectives, comprising significant 

and swift poverty alleviation. 

Energy access. To realise all the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the worldwide economy and energy 

mandate essentially mature extensively. Additionally, outreach should be reasonable, dependable, and maintainable. 

Environmental conservation. The international economy is fabricated on a carbon-centred energy structure that has been the 

substance of contemporary business improvement - nonetheless entails additional workable emission decays to discourse climate 

change and supplementary ecological apprehensions. 

 

 

Figure 1: Energy demand is likely to plateau around 2030, primarily driven by penetration of renewable energy sources into the 

energy mix. 
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With benchmarks refining and the worldwide economy projected to go virtually twofold over the successive thirty years, energy 

intensity – the extent of energy consumed per unit of GDP – will expectedly increase [5] (See Figure 1). The International Energy 

Agency’s (IEA’s) World Energy Outlook 2019 [6] prognosticates that energy assimilation in settled realms will decay, but that over-all 

main energy ingestion will upturn, especially in the emerging countries. Still, worldwide energy intensity is inflexibly on a 

plummeting drift and, conferring to the IEA, intensity in 2040 will be roughly sixty percent of that in 2018. This will return enhanced 

efficacy in the use of energy, as well as progresses through the economy. To rationalise the worldwide sustainability challenges 

embodied by the 3Es, the stride of conversions in transport and innovative provisions intends to be coordinated with the rhythm of 

the energy shift-over. This necessitates an all-fuels-all-technologies tactic, where each division of the world are cohorts in evolving 

the mutual coherence, counting the oil and gas industry [7]. 

Sustainable economic growth entails technological advances where innovative resources and chemistry will remain fundamental 

in fast-tracking migration through several sectors, counting locomotive, edifice, renewables, and packaging [8]. The oil and gas 

industry, with an emphasis on reduced-carbon-concentration crude and the high-tech pathway for crude-to-chemicals, will be a 

leading light in supporting this conversion, both economically and with the bottommost-conceivable emission pathway. 

Plastics will persist to stay as a substantial market for chemicals and will craft the cutting-edge resources desired for the yields of 

future, comprising carbon-fibre vehicles, wind turbines, and most user resilient goods, and calling for improvised methods to 

discourage plastic waste [9]. To be precise, recycling will not be the only track to attain intricacy, as, with considerable proficiency, oil 

and gas can improve the waste-to-power/water transfigurations, as well as renovating leftover plastics into suitable fuels for 

locomotives and for the petrochemical industry to ingest, which will radically decarbonize the conveyance fleet, permitting 

fabrication of progressive, non-metallic resources. 

Oil and gas exploration, modernisation, and expertise will spread a high-efficiency internal combustion engine to additionally cut 

the locomotive carbon tracks by plummeting scope-3 emissions [10]. This turns out to be acute to discourse the underlying 

cessation amongst the energy and locomotive shifts that could force carbon emissions to mount as an outcome of electric vehicle 

market saturation. 

In another step, in nations where energy poverty subsists, oil and gas can be piece of the answer to craft energy access at scale 

by accessorizing with an economical energy mix that accompaniments gas and renewables [11]. Oil and gas energy solutions can be 

utilized to invest on plastics waste in those nations, while considering societal intents, endorsing financial growth, and crafting 

skilled and non-skilled employments. The Circular Carbon Economy (CCE) is a substitute pathway for the energy shift-over, in 

addition to the main skills and resolutions under a 4Rs (reduction, reuse, recycling, and removal) charter (See Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2: The Circular Carbon Economy Chart (Credits: IEF Insight Brief March 2020). 

 

With increasingly large number of developed countries pledging to the Paris Agreement, significant demand of oil and gas 

emerges from developing economies like India. This pattern of volatility in demand of oil and gas has inflicted a non-trivial damage 

to their baseline value. Moreover, a notable decline in the investments made to the oil and gas sector has further abridged faith in 

the future of its market. By putting oil and gas based economy on virtual pause, there have been smaller number of construction 

activities, smaller power of purchase and dejected lifestyle in the developing economies [12]. 
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Owing to recent pandemic of COVID-19, nearly stalled economy has inflicted momentary deferral to the GHG emissions. The 

downside to it – under such decaying approach to manoeuvre growing emissions - is that the vulnerable gets hit the hardest. Only a 

diversification model of economy has potential to curtail increasing patterns of GHG emissions in to the atmosphere. Since they 

have facility and bear accountability to migrate towards cleaner resources, the oil producers can play decisive role by balancing their 

trade materials to reach climate smart goals with net zero emissions. 

Impacts borne by the oil industry have remained unprecedented in the recent past, under suppression due to the COVID-19. Due 

to the pandemic, the CO2 emissions has curtailed by 7% in 2020 which may be attributed to an estimated 8% drop in the oil 

demand, to a 7% drop in the coal utilization, and to a simultaneous modest upsurge in the input of renewable and clean energy 

resources. Natural gas has also seen its recession with nearly 3% drop in its demand in 2020 [13]. The CO2 emissions now stand 

reduced by a massive 2.4 gigtonnes (Gt), and are recessed back to their decade ago concentration levels. Nevertheless, an essential 

contributor to the greenhouse effect – the methane gas – by depicting smaller rate of decline, does not seem to follow suit of the 

other emitters [14]. 

The IEA’s New Policies Scenario (NPS) establishes connection with harvests of the energy sector in 2040, based on the integrated 

assessments of the current policy frameworks, and on the progressive pace of technological advancement in the emerging future. 

Global consumption of oil significantly curtails down in the NPS scenario attributed to which the aforesaid conditionality of demand 

factor collapses, even though the average prices increase gently [15]. 

In another scenario – the Low Oil Price (LOP) case [16] – oil prices are restricted between $60-70/barrel. Contrary to the NPS, the 

LOP scenario rapidly outgrows both in terms of implementing efficient energy systems and fuel-alternative capacities for hybrid and 

electric vehicles. 

Under both the two of the recent IEA’s Stated Policies Scenario (STEPS) and the Delayed Recovery Scenario (DRS), the demand 

for oil gets intercepted by 2030. Extended impacts of the pandemic might put the oil consumption from a four million barrels per 

day to a 100 million barrels per day under the STEPS and the DRS respectively [17]. 

Since argued widely, not only does the natural gas provide a fair alternative to coal-based activities in the diversified model of 

economic structure, it also performs healthier to achieve decarbonisation objectives. Pertaining to a prognosticated scenario in 

STEPS and in renewable energy market analysis, South and East Asian countries could increase their demand in the natural gas by a 

whopping 30% by the year 2040 [18]. Not only does the policy intervention push to integrate clean dynamics in underpinning air 

quality, it also plays fair by liberating supple growth in development of gas infrastructure in these South and East Asian countries. 

On the contrary, even with overbearing reimbursements in the sector, demand for the natural gas considerably fades by 2040 in the 

advanced economies. Exporting amenities in significant volumes of new liquefied natural gas (nLNG) got approved in 2019, yet 

owing to ambiguous future of economic recovery, uncertainty in sustainability of such amenities remains at large.  

Concerns related to migration towards the diversification module strongly advocates that the world still remains significantly 

distant from achieving the decarbonisation scenario. By 2030, the STEPS fares to control the CO2 emissions to about 36 Gt, which 

slightly edges above the 2019 levels [19]. Although emissions tend to remain low under the DRS, yet, pace of progressive efforts 

towards diversification model is likely to suffer under a placid recovery of the economic system. Any smart interventions made to 

mitigate carbon emissions from oil and gas sector are liable to reap returns with considerable delays owing to recent reduction in 

fuel prices. This could subsequently result in discouraging motivated financers to further invest in such deferrable returns in the 

future. Integrated assessment approaches of the IEA has advocated significant defeat of the emissions under the economic halt 

rendered by the pandemic, yet no diversification plan is sustainable unless it is forced by rapid structural changes that persist till the 

emissions are controlled to desired levels. 

Based on uncertainty in effects associated with economy, policy responses and their social impacts, the IEA has established a 

Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS) where clean energy policy upsurges, sustainable energy objectives are packed with more 

finances, energy access is widely granted and air quality is improved - all that virtually agree to the 2015 Paris Agreement [20].  

Conformity to all the SDGs, the IPCC and the COP21 necessitates robust interventions to which the SDS adjusts healthily, 

however, under this scenario, oil and gas could still contribute to more than 48% for the energy needs by 2040 [21]. Under a natural 

depreciation of oil reserves, roughly by a rate of negative 4 to negative 8 per cent per annum, more wells for oil reserves would 

continue to be discovered along the transitioning phase – however under controlled pre-processing of the inevitable risks of climate 

change. 

The oil and gas business demonstrates an imperative measure in producing the energy that is vital for the development of 

resilient markets. It is functioning to be piece of the purpose, serving to safeguard these welfares both for present and for imminent 

compeers, while assisting in exertions to condense emissions.   
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Contrary to the STEPS and the SRS, an SDS by 2030, decarbonizes emissions with significant improvements to air quality without 

disorienting standards of economy and livelihoods in the 2020. A ten year mitigation package to the diversification transitioning 

elements can result in curtailed emissions from fossil fuel based energy sectors, can significantly suppress particulate matter 

concentrations by up to 65% with the help of climate smart residential and industrial heating units and can further abridge street 

pollution by shifting to hybrid and electric transportation technologies. Moreover, release of char based carbon elements from 

conventional style of cooking in developing countries could be significantly depreciated by deploying climate smart cooking 

practices. 

In the SDS scenario, the producer economies gets hit hard three ways – Firstly, the prices are kept low in this scenario, secondly, 

bulk demand of the produce gains extraordinary momentum where it gets difficult for the producing companies to catch up to the 

ever increasing demand in the near future, and thirdly, an intensive intervention of the transition towards clean energy settles the 

previously aspired ever increasing demands of the oil produce to as low as 70 million barrel per day (mb/day) by 2040 (See Figure 

3). Even more discouraging - with the natural gas demands modestly increasing by a mere quarter above that prescribed under the 

NPS - demand for the natural gas does not compensate enough for the depreciating demands of the oil sector. 

The approaches people engage energy for their own explicit monetary and daily life tenacities have developed over the 

progression of time. Enduring alterations, or energy shifts, are moulded by socio-economic improvement, scientific novelty, and 

policies, beside other dynamics. In current times, there is a range of varied energy alteration ideas, a few concentrating on energy 

exclusively and others outspreading to sustainability evolutions. 

Reference to recent historical period, if the world continues to remain exploited with baseline practices of energy production, it 

would still see a rise of 1.65°C by 2050 (See Figure 4). Under perpetual businesses of baseline sculpted power plants, an expected 10 

Gt of CO2 would still be emitted by 2050. In order to sustain the decarbonisation efforts, the SDS model not only moderates new 

emissions, it also tends to address prevailing carbon-concentrated resources for possible eradications. One of the examples of such 

an intervention exist in adaptation of prevalent coal-triggered power plants, which are either overhauled or decommissioned as per 

the policy mediation to significantly downsize existing emissions by 2030. 

With power sector being under strong criticism for taking the lead in contribution of the emissions, the energy sector as a whole 

is desired to wrestle these with innovative approaches based on policy and technology. Under the SDS, the power sector drops 

down its emissions by more than two fifths of its 2020 baseline by 2030. Strenuous sections of the SDS, however, are those that are 

related to tertiary level oil and coal based businesses like those of steel, of cement and of long distance transport vehicles. Also, 

even harder part in implementing SDS is in maintaining equilibrium amongst several migrating expositions towards clean energy 

since it could render major setbacks if public acceptance is shaken at any point of its course. 

 

 

Figure 3: Global oil demand in the Sustainable Development Scenario and decline in supply from 2010 to 2040 (Courtesy: IEA, 2020). 
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Success in the chalked out SDS plan would only be achieved if stakeholders make rapid transitions from the baseline practices to 

the diversified ones within targeted timeframe. Several countries that pledged to the 2015 Paris agreement have already made their 

announcements to become carbon free. For instance, China recently guaranteed to become carbon neutral by 2060 – which is a fair 

duration of target for a country who is one of the top contributors to the GHG emissions in to the atmosphere. 

Any policy decisions made today would have impacts, since carbon sinks around the world are significantly less than the 

amounts released in to the atmosphere. The CO2 itself is a GHG gas which has significantly high residence period - virtually close to 

a thousand years. To achieve a relaxed 3°C by 2100 would not require enough stabilizations efforts as does the 2°C and the 1.5°C 

would, to achieve net zero emissions. The term decarbonisation, in fact, refers to not only to migrate to net zero CO2 emissions but 

to stabilize other GHG gases like methane that are relatively short lived, yet have the ability to bring equally sturdy impairment to 

the net zero target. 

With the intentions to plan ahead for decarbonisation efforts and devising policy to reroute investment patterns, technology and 

communities’ confidence, it is of higher perseverance to protect poor economies to avoid concentrated losses. Of course it would 

require different economies to respond in diverse ways where incomes of malleable contributors to the net zero emissions do not 

get depreciated. 

 

 

Figure 4: Warming projections of the lowest Representative Concentration Pathways scenario (RCP3PD, in blue) produces a median 

estimate of warming below 2°C (Courtesy Hare et al., (2012)[22]). 

 

Review of decarbonization policies and implications for countries 

Under recent wave of the pandemic, both prices and demand have significantly lowered in the oil and gas sector that has attributed 

to about 20% projected decrease in the oil and gas production [23]. Several Afro-Eurasian oil-based economies like those of Iraq 

and Nigeria are confronting severe financial burdens owing to their heavy dependency on the hydrocarbon revenues. Inceptive 

efforts, now need to be headed to shift these carbon based economies to alternative green models to recede their major reliance on 

the former sector. Attributed to volatility in crediting capacity of the US, demand for oil and gas in the shale industry – that formerly 

increased by 60% over the course of ten years - has been virtually weakened in the recent years as per the IEA (2020) [24]. Tangible 

shifts in future of oil industry remains inevitable owing to the significantly reduced worth of oil by more than $50 billion, as reported 

by leading oil and gas companies in 2020 [25]. The oil exporting companies have now reduced their investment by 33% in 2020 as 

compared to that in 2019, in the oil and gas supply endeavours to demanding countries [26]. Accredited to such crucial downfalls, 

timely upswing to such fallen investments could only come through miracles. At the same time such collapses in the oil and gas 

investment sector could predict new price cycles that might pose hazards in energy accessibility. 

A large number of producer countries that would rely on oil and gas based economies can now take the new norm of 

developing fiscal revenues by allocating substantial resources to diversification of oil-converged economies to support smaller 

emissions and hence make consensus on a polarized mode of economy. Even in a hybrid-shifting world, recession in contemporary 

oil and gas reserves would require robust interventions to improvise new developments. Yet, with uncertain financial scenarios and 

less reliable congeniality of the oil and gas companies with the 2015 agreed goals, financers have behaved more sceptically in recent 
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years. However, if return value of the implemented climate smart developments escalates, investors might feel to buckle down with 

such setups and limit their suspicions. Despite having controlled all the variables, role of contributing industries in diminishing 

carbon emissions will still remain a question. 

Oil consumer countries, under the COP21 regulated policies, are rapidly shifting from being oil consumers to become renewable 

energy giants. Consumer behaviour of these developed countries has moved on from being a pro-oil to become a clean renewable 

energy engraved model. However, in the absence of significant migration of larger groups to alternative energy resources, a 

decarbonized world is not to be seen in near future. 

With the increase in per capita income of developing countries, more mass movement through vehicles is seen, which virtually 

balances off any clean intervention made by the developed countries. Nevertheless, recent trend in enhancing fuel efficiency and in 

switching to electric vehicles has lowered down the impacts brewed by heavy reliability on oil based economy. Another industry that 

largely ingests oil, is the petrochemical industry, which is responsible for heavy projected peaks in the CO2 emissions, especially in 

the developing economies. 

 

Policies of the Oil Exporting countries   

With a large number of Asian oil importing economies – India, Indonesia and Malaysia - forfeiting their subsidies, pressure to reform 

to best practices converges towards oil exporting economies. 

The oil-exporting companies, even though with back and forth strategies, are to some extent contributing to the pledged clean 

policies under the COP21. For instance, the Islamic Republic of Iran implemented a cash transfer scheme (about $45 per month per 

capita) as part of its energy reforms [27]. The US shale boom beginning in 2009 and the Saudi-led price war in November 2014 

triggered the disaster, which continued even when Saudi Arabia reversed its strategy and formed the Organization of the Petroleum 

Exporting Countries Plus (OPEC+)arrangement with Russia to try to rebalance markets through production cuts in 2017.  In Nigeria, 

they have incredible cutting-edge plans to use solar and wind to power offshore operations. Low zero-carbon electricity prices, 

sometimes even below USD 50/MWh, tend to be found in regions with high levels of solar irradiation such as the Middle East. 

 

Synergies 

The three things must run together – reduction in the GHG emissions, a reserving right for uninterrupted supply of oil to the 

consumer and simultaneously a maneuvering of the poverty attribute brought about by energy transitions. With the emergence of 

contemporary green alternatives, the oil and gas sector has suffered various suppressions. Instances of such discouraging aspects 

may be seen in massive protests that seek to combat climate change by reducing emissions and in the current trends of the banking 

sector which refuses to invest its prioritized funds in the oil and gas sector [28]. 

The OPEC’s share of crude oil reserves were 1189.8 billion barrels which significantly outstood the share of the non-OPEC 

countries with a modest 3181.8 billion barrels in 2018 (See Figure 7). The OPEC countries, though allegedly notorious for their 

careless attitudes towards mitigation of CO2 emissions, in fact have already implemented several decarbonisation strategies like 

suppressed flaring, improving efficiency in burning of fuels, and by serious investments in the CC(U)S via policy execution [29]. 

Unfortunately, the oil and gas sector is widely perceived as the only contributor to the emissions. Also, it is widely believed that the 

pollution caused by such emissions be only treated by straightforward migration to renewables. However, this has not been the case 

-neither scientists nor experts agree on such notion.  

The OPEC Secretary General, Mohammad Sanusi Barkindo has strongly condemned any mishandling of the efforts taken in favor 

of complying with the 2015 Paris Agreement. In response to a speech by Bob Dudley, CEO of BP, at Oil and Money Conference in 

London, the Microsoft founder Bill Gates a pro-climate activist- defended the coexistence of the carbonization and the 

decarbonization sector by advising the proponents to come up with low emission disruptive technologies or to do investments in 

such, instead of bashing [30]. 

In order to maintain climate justice, equal diligence should be given to the social justice which remains highly imperative in 

reasoning with the energy poverty. This seems missing in the currently pursued form of scenarios, an example of which is a study 

from 2015 by economists Lucas Chancel and Thomas Piketty in which they explain: “The richest 1% of Americans Luxembourgers, 

Singaporeans and Saudis emit more than 200 tCO2e per year and per person. At the other end of the pyramid of emitters, lie the 

lowest income groups of Honduras, Mozambique, Rwanda and Malawi, with emissions two thousand times lower” [31]. 

As taken in defense by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), all member countries have embraced 

energy efficiency by complying with the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) charter [32]. 

Pertaining to this, many OPEC countries are already putting their major investments in energy efficient technologies to reduce the 

GHG emissions. The notion of total migration to renewables however –as is proposed by the charter – would miss some serious 
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elements in economic development, such as diverse energy needs and efforts to combat energy poverty. Moreover these efforts 

have not been paid with due encouragement – an instance of which is discriminatory responses to mitigation measures undertaken 

by oil and gas producing countries [33]. 

 

 

Figure 7: OPEC’s share of world crude oil reserves, 2018 (Courtesy: OPEC Annual Statistical bulletin 2019). 

 

Being hit upon the hardest, the emerging oil and gas countries had the defense of Amin Nasser, CEO of Aramco, Saudi Arabia 

while in Davos, Switzerland in January 2020, he argued about the sustenance of oil and gas in the coming years [34]. He urged that 

the transition from the baseline should take place but with rationality that would not jeopardize the vulnerable emerging countries.  

Moreover, it is to be accepted that the world is not going to get oil and gas free very soon since its extensive demand in the energy 

mix and even in the green energy sector.  To him, the emissions is a ‘crisis of perception’ which if continued could dismantle supply 

and demand equilibrium of oil and gas by rendering shortfalls in the fuel availability along the future. This would potentially lead to 

damage national economies, rupture energy trade balances and create instability along social endeavors owing to consequent price 

inflation in oil and gas resources. 

One of the OPEC members, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), has targeted to suppress its carbon emissions by 70% in 2050 [35]. 

This mitigation strategy is a part of policy efforts to promote reduced energy emissions, taken all over the region including other 

OPEC countries. In another effort, more than $ 1.8 billion would be invested – by the state-owned oil and gas corporate by 2023 – in 

order to sustain CC(U)S, to retain latency in oil and gas flaring, and to abridge unnecessary emissions.   

Nigeria is another key player in the OPEC community that praises the capacity of Big Data that may be analyzed computationally 

to reveal patterns, trends, and associations, especially relating to human behavior and interactions coupled with sustainable 

development, energy poverty and eco-friendly environment [36]. Other OPEC members are following suit in mitigation efforts by 

discussing prospects of legislation in instrumenting positive intervention in the energy transition particularly associated with the 

2030 agenda, its SDGs and the 2015 agreed agenda. 

 

Tradeoffs 

Emerging oil and gas economies are under pressure from various global attributes such as migration towards clean energy, up-

gradation of baseline systems, technology innovation and particularly the US shale revolution which significantly compromises 

demand and supply balances in global market. 

With the fall in oil prices in 2020, let us take the example of Iraq where more than two fifth of the net income from oil and gas 

has been subdued that has brought extended recession in economic indicators associated with high dependence on hydrocarbon 

assets [37]. Weak immunity of converged revenues can potentially collapse both powerful and emerging oil based economies. 

Attributed to unpredictable behavior of the oil based revenue, periodic rises and falls could be seen in the expenditures of the 
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focused companies. The expenditures, however, are inflated only to shrink back when the oil prices recess in the blooming years 

with significant abruptions to economy over long terms. 

There are two major things that configure the certainty lapse in a prospective future of oil and gas based revenues – the 

oscillating prices and the conditionality in demands. Given due diligence to the possible outcomes in prognosticated environments, 

only a number of scenarios would suffice to encounter every imaginable outcome. 

 

Remedies 

One of the major interventions the oil and gas sector can take up - to redeem its valued status in the future - is that it may 

encourage development of diversified economies that are multi-sector and that the revenue emerges out from different sources in 

equilibrium. Labor productivity has not grown significantly in the Middle East and North African (MENA) countries – even worsened 

than the 1970s level of their contemporary world [38]. This may be attributed to recycling of the oil based revenues in to creation of 

depreciating public sector employment with no compulsory tendency of growth in the sector. The creation of employments in such 

sectors can only be productive if it is coupled with diversification and capacity building necessities. By virtue of this, the major issue 

of energy poverty could also be addressed.  

Although by deploying rational strategies, some burden could be relieved over from the energy poverty aspect, yet the 

demographic configuration of the oil exporting nations – owing to their imbalanced ratios in working and retired genre – could 

impose additional pressures foreseeable in prognostic models. For example, human capital potential ranges from 73 to 68% in high-

income Gulf countries such as Bahrain, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), while it ranges between 64 and 58% in post-Arab 

spring economies such as Egypt and Tunisia, due to which the Egyptian and the Tunisian economies are burdened with more 

challenges to cater for the employment needs of their workforce, that may not be sufficed solely via the oil and gas sector [39]. 

With diversification approaches, reforms to be made by the producer economies would have to go well beyond the energy 

sector. Attributed to this, spectrum of working scopes would need to be widened across the economy sphere. Diversified platforms 

could enjoy patronage from already flourished energy sector that could take care of the financial needs of the newly developed 

sector until it reaches its echelon. Not only would it bring steady flight to economic stability but also would act to condense poverty 

aspects that the transitioning energy sector might bring in the future.  

 

 

Figure 8: GDP of MENA countries in 2016. (Courtesy: Tagliapietra, Simone’s Bruegel Working Paper, No. 2017/05). 

 

A number of restructuring charters could be deployed to altogether improvise efficiency of economic actors in an energy shifting 

world. For instance, investments could be made in capturing opportunities for employment in treatment and refinement of oil based 

fractions. It would not only help cut the local energy poverty but would also act to sustain green energy outreach to the importing 

nations. Another way to implement green strategies could be to provisionally engage natural gas –being less detrimental than oil - 

as a major alternative to the oil until sustainable interventions as a whole get deep rooted in to the energy system. Moreover, 

reforms could be made by unearthing potential of renewables – attributed to solar and wind particularly for focused countries and 
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to nuclear for a subset of the focused countries. Still more, imposition of carbon tax would act to benefit the environment by 

discouraging unnecessary consumption whilst the revenue generated from the tax could be used in alleviating energy poverty. And 

finally, intra-regional support in dispensing clean technology – that augments economic stability and reduces carbon footprint -to 

the emerging oil exporters by the old regional players in the game.  

The transcontinental MENA region portrays diversity in its macro-economy, which returns the unbalanced distribution of oil 

assets all over the region. More than 40 percent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) rests solely on oil and its subsequent 

engagements for five major oil exporters (Libya, Kuwait, Iraq, Oman, Saudi Arabia) that heavily rely on their oil revenues [40] (See 

Figure 8). Share of the GPD varies between 20 percent and 40 percent for four other oil exporters (Qatar, Algeria, UAE, Bahrain). 

Reliance on oil sector for these countries is heavy to the extent where even non-oil activities are associated with oil trade and 

financing. Examples of such non-oil sectors related to oil industry include construction and manufacturing businesses. Resultantly, 

oil (directly) and non-oil (indirectly) based revenues are related to fiscal revenues of these countries. 

 

 

Figure 9: Average shares of employment in the MENA public sector, compared with the other middle income economies. (Courtesy: 

Assaad, R., Barsoum, G. Public employment in the Middle East and North Africa. IZA World of Labor 2019: 463 doi: 

10.15185/izawol.463). 

 

Oil continues to remain by far the most significant product exported by the MENA region. Ten out of 15 MENA economies 

confirm oil as one of their chief exports, with the typical share of oil in total exports over95 percent in Kuwait [41]. Such a 

tremendous share additionally advocates importance of the oil sector in this region, and at the same time dismantles their 

dependence on other diversified modes of revenues to run their economies. All three contexts of the macroeconomy i.e. the 

configurations of the GDP, the fiscal revenues, and the share of exports are very much asymmetric among oil producers and oil 

consumers. Nevertheless the oil sector also effects subsequent macroeconomic indicators such as work force and the work force 

capacity. In the oil-rich Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries, the public sector is the main employer of nationals, accounting for 

87% of employed nationals in Qatar; 86% in Kuwait, and 72% in Saudi Arabia [42] (See Figure 9). The situation is quite contrary in the 

oil-importing countries where majority of the work force is associated with private sector. Owing to alleged protection of service and 

high wages in the Government sector, the ratio of employees remains high in this sector which significantly declines working 

productivity of the oil exporting countries. Not only that, since the 1980s, the working capacity of the private sector has suffered too, 

due to induction of expatriates as labourers who are ready to work with little wages and privileges in the MENA countries. Thus, 

trends of corresponding work force capacity has seen profound divergence as a result of such labour policies of the MENA 

countries. Subsequently, in these countries, it compromises work capacity which further becomes a major obstruction in the 
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propulsion of diversified economy in contrast to a non-healthy targeted mode of economy. Additionally, an extensive damage is 

levied on to the private sector which, under right working environment, propagates international development steadier than the 

public sector. Moreover, generous number of employees in the public sector significantly outweigh the numbers working in the oil 

sector of these MENA countries. This is a major contrast in attribution of wealthy oil resources that only a fraction of the work 

capacity (which has already been argued as second-rate) is engaged in matters pertaining to the revenue generating oil sector with 

the ability to support - as seen earlier - higher share of the macroeconomic GDP, and hence remains unjust as such. The large 

spanning public sector mainly supports the burden by providing ready-to-use and economically unproductive recipes of subsidies, 

as it provides for the energy sector of the MENA region. Little does it do for the economy as these countries tend to over-rely on 

their oil resources in all aspects of the macroeconomy. 

Since the last two decades of the 20th century, oil consuming industry has significantly boosted, whilst during the first and the 

second decade of the 21st century, prices of oil has inflated exponentially [43] (See Figure 10). Under those favourable conditions, 

the MENA oil dealing companies were greatly biased towards their oil exporting business and had little inclination towards booming 

other economic aspects owing to their monopoly in the game. During that process, the oil-exporting companies grew from mere 

profit earners to full fledge patented entities. Since then the global demand of oil has increased to that extent where backing off 

from such profitable business and investing in others would be like risking their control on a successfully launched rocket. 

 

 

Figure 10: Crude Oil Prices in exponential scale - 70 Year Historical Chart with recession displayed in “grey shade”.  (Courtesy West 

Texas Intermediate (WTI or NYMEX)). 

 

Potential Impact of Decarbonization on Emerging Countries  

Under conditions where current scale of oil production continue, emerging oil and gas exporting countries can rest their economies 

solely on the oil business for a generous period of time in the future. However, since the agreement of the 2015 Paris convention, 

decarbonisation policies tend to halt oil-exporting operations – under their current mode of baseline practices – and forces them to 

comply with the new normal of carbon mitigation efforts. This way, the macroeconomic structure of these oil-exporting companies 

is threatened significantly, and it is feared that the reliance over univariate mode of revenue-earning would soon be depleted.  

Since the Paris Agreement in 2015, world leaders are devoted to galvanize efforts in mitigating the rising magnitude of global 

warming index by committing to restrain increase in globally averaged atmospheric temperature – compared to its pre-industrial 

baseline - well below 2°C by the end of the 21st century. To keep up to this commitment – at the least where half of it is executed - 

the world would have to restrict its combined emissions to about 1000 gigatonnes of CO2 (See Figure 11) [44]. 
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Pertaining to investigate implications on global oil producers under the restricted mode of carbon limiting practices, McGlade 

and Ekins (2015) proposed to idle one third of global oil assets, half of gas assets and more than four fifth of  existing coal assets by 

mid-21st century in pursuance of meeting the 2°C target [45]. Under this limitation package, only three fifths of the oil reserves and 

only two fifths of the gas reserves can be retrieved for commercial purposes by the oil producing companies. This would lead to an 

estimated 260 billion barrels of untouched oil reserves buried underneath. Currently estimated global carbon budget however, is 

significantly undermined - by almost three times the existent greenhouse gas (GHG) potential in global fossil fuel reserves – to be 

able to sequestrate supplementary carbon from the atmosphere. 

 

 

Figure 12: Carbon budget to reach the 2°C target. Courtesy Accenture Strategy Analysis; BP (2015) “Statistical review”. 

 

A perplexing situation would arise for the emerging oil and gas exporters under such circumstances. Economic models practiced 

by such countries would have to be run on alternative platforms where likelihood of their sustainable economies would become 

highly uncertain. 

 

Diversification Strategies for Emerging Economies 

Discovery of alternative energy resources has dropped down the oil prices, especially after the 2015 Paris Agreement. This dilemma 

prompted swift response from the oil-exporters and generated rationalized approach of thinking towards diversified modes of 

revenue generating economy [46]. In pursuit of a balanced and a more sustainable economy, nearly all oil-exporting companies 

have made significant interventions in their revenue generating policies. Generally, these countries, are now facilitating private sector 

to contribute more to the economy, are assisting in creation of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), are creating and filling 

depleted job zones, are financing higher education and are investing in modern innovative technology. 

Lessons learned, these interventions are replications of economic policy recommendations focused especially over the Afro-

Eurasian countries and put forward by research oriented economic consultants. Nevertheless, alleged slogans of an oil alternative 

economy have been in play for a long time by these oil-exporting countries. An example of such a rhetoric is the Kuwaitie stance 

which - during the mid-20th century - recursively heralded the need for a variable model of revenue generating economy. Yet as 

already cited, after more than half a century, three fifths of the Kuwait’s GDP is signified by its oil reserves that also contribute to 

more than three quarters of its monetary incomes. 

Other oil-exporting states followed suit by playing political rhetoric when the oil prices went low during the second decade of 

this century. However, apparent policies flipped soon after the oil prices redeemed their value during recent times. The oil-exporting 

companies that majorly rely on the incomes from the oil sector usually find it difficult to surrender their baseline business for 

alternative policies even when they are fairly reasoned and finely implemented. When compelled with political priorities, they would 

revert back to traditional models of oil-based economic structure viz. through benefaction and through pro-government 

intercession [47]. Flaccid status of such fragile economic policies hence remain exposed of relapsing risks if the oil prices recover to 

their baseline value. 

Since barter in oil export is exceedingly appreciative, an upturn in oil prices deteriorates stability of the pro-diversification policy 

by impeding capacities of oil-alternative and import relieving models of economy. Even when oil prices are under recession, private 

corporations - being aware of the fragility of the diversification model - are rarely inclined to invest their capital in other than that 
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related to the oil sector. Hence, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) seldom become big corporations under such deterrent 

policies. 

Rate of decline in concentrations of methane are significantly lower as compared to that of other GHGs [48] - hence contra-

latency is needed on the methane emissions by the carbon-intensive economies. Compared with the coal, natural gas has provided 

a fair resolution to mitigate carbon emissions in the carbon-intensive economies. However, such strategies rarely work well for 

economies targeting the Net Zero Emissions by 2050 (NZE2050) [49] scenario owing to the fact that the coal is already decaying in 

such economies. In depth knowledge of methane emissions – with the aid of primary data, aerial drones and surveillance satellites – 

is need of the hour to diagnose breaches from across the oil and gas sector. Biggest challenge for the economies - relying on gas-

based revenues and pursuing the SDS - would be to find cleaner alternatives and improvise them within their policies. Particular 

solutions to these carbon-intensive economies would be to switch their methane-dependency with progressively cleaner 

biomethane, low carbon hydrogen, and with technology interventions like (CC(U)S). 

 

 

Figure 12: World rig counts pose healthy signs of achieving COP21 targets. Even the emerging economies have contributed 

significantly to the overall decommissioned rigs count over the globe (Courtesy: Baker Hughes and OPEC). 

 

The oil and gas business has been working to lessen GHG emissions with contemporary manoeuvres for numerous years. A 

continuing focus on energy adeptness has ensued in developments and industrial novelties in exploring and producing oil and gas, 

with associated energy savings. Natural gas confronts a few thinkable encounters, comprising the influence of methane emissions. 
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The business has also stepped in to lessen methane emissions and gas flaring. World Bank satellite records indicates that flaring of 

related gas operations plummeted across the globe - data reveals about 141 billion cubic meters (bcm) of natural gas was flared in 

2017, down from nearly 148 bcm in 2016 - regardless of an upsurge in gas production by nearly 5 percent [50]. The IEA methane 

tracker points to extensive prospects for additional cutbacks in methane emissions all through the oil and gas source sequence, from 

production through diffusion and supply to users. Oil and gas corporations are taking sovereign engagements to alleviate emissions, 

as well as partaking in joint enterprises and controlled trade clusters, counting the World Bank Global Gas Flaring Reduction 

Partnership [51] and its Zero Routine Flaring by 2030 initiative [52], the Global Methane Initiative [53], the Methane Guiding 

Principles [54], the Climate and Clean Air Coalition Oil and Gas Methane Partnership [55], and the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative [56]. 

Of its proposed pathways, the IPCC (2018) – with endorsement of around 830 professionals and 194 governments – advocated 

the need to decarbonize electricity and to switch to low-carbon fuel, in order to reach carbon neutrality by the end of the century 

[57]. The proposition to integrate net zero emissions in to policy, though have consensus, yet the ambitious pace to attain such 

neutrality would be far more complicated than assumed, especially for the economies struggling to fight poverty. A benefitting 

worth to it, however, is that numerous choices with great prospective offer swift paybacks, especially in low-income economies, so 

that the countries’ quick response to mitigate carbon need not suffer a trade-off with short-term development goals. Carbon 

pricing, though with significant benefits – like its ability to abate tax evasion - would not might be the only solution to control 

emissions. This would require rigorous dealings under the policy making, like targeted investment subsidies, performance standards 

and mandates, or communication campaigns that trigger the required changes in investment patterns, behaviours and technologies. 

Reforms taken, should not interfere with harmless interests of the vulnerable, instead should improve equity by even bargaining with 

the powerful lobbies. 

Early action approach could be more feasible for richer economies since a delay could cost them to forfeit 50 percent chance of 

stabilizing temperatures at 1.5°C of warming [58]. This means that in a case a target achievable by 2030, if overdoes till 2050, will be 

more difficult to pursue owing to expected inflation of costs around the world. An example of such would be earlier 

decommissioning of a fossil fuelled facility that has been seen exemplary in significant compression of rig counts (up to 73 units 

retired) in 2019 as compared to 2018 by both the OPEC and the non-OPEC countries (See Figure 12). 

Similar to the COP21, countries have pledged several times under different conventions like the UNFCCC in Cancun in 2010. The 

countries vowed to cut only a modest amount of emissions subsequent to which they would be required to cut a massive 6% per 

year in order to achieve a 2°C goal. Such kind of cuts in carbon emissions are rarely seen – with highest ever reached by Soviet 

Union and France where the former collapsed and the later could not go beyond 4.5% attributed to its launch of nuclear program. 

 

Remedies to enact diversification policies 

Based on the scenarios approach, there are a few that could be adopted to achieve the 2015 targets sooner and that too without 

any compulsory recession of a stable economy. In fact, decarbonisation is a global effort where modest economies need not to 

pursue same strategies as those of the powerful ones. This is a flexible approach with mutual agreement and understanding 

amongst the economies with one collaborative target. The key, therefore to such interactive approach is affordability and respective 

subsequent actions.  

Both low and high income economies can co-work to sustain decarbonisation efforts by lending subsidies to the former ones to 

adapt with the growth technologies such as the CC(U)S offered by the later ones to subside net emissions once in for all. Every 

contributing country could implement respective actions – countries promoting newly growth in urbanization could tackle with 

energy efficient cities, since it would be easier, though slower, for them to take a start, countries with major forest cover, or 

intentions to extend it, could tackle by natural carbon capture techniques and finally those with enough solar potential could tackle 

with migration strategies from oil and gas based solutions to relatively cleaner ones. 

Diversification via natural gas is proposed since the gas business is less likely to suffer since it is an attractive alternative to oil 

and coal-based energy production and hence plays major key role in carbon mitigation efforts undertaken worldwide [59]. 

One way of endorsing diversification polices is to strategically finance pro-innovative private sector via Sovereign Wealth Funds 

(SWFs). This way, instead of procuring contra-creative returns from the SWFs, motivation to the private think tanks could be 

dispensed which could subsequently be useful in implementing diversification polices all through the emerging countries. Although 

least is expected, yet only a visionary and an honest government will have guts to enact the proposed. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Oil-exporting companies are presently experiencing an essential alteration, provoked by two diverse interventions: decarbonisation 

policies and technological enhancements. The implementation and rapid admittance into force of the Paris Agreement manifested a 
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foremost pace, accelerative in global exercises to discourse global warming. It is for the first time ever, both advanced and 

progressing countries devoted to take action in order to constrain increase in global average temperature to significantly below 2°C, 

and to chase dimensions to additionally constrain this to at most 1.5°C above pre-industrial echelons. This ought to superimpose 

robust decarbonisation essentials already being exercised in various regions of the globe. Through this course of actions, 

technological expansions have outstandingly galvanized the cost-affordability of virtually zero-carbon adaptations such as wind and 

solar power genesis, power depot machineries and electric motor based automobiles. Such interventions have now instigated to 

redesign the global energy utilizations, particularly by dispensing major role to wind and solar power based facilities. Forecasts of 

global energy trends see them continuing in generic sense. Prognosticated environments further see them responding to rising 

global demands, reaching their paramount in global oil demand by the third decade of the 21stcentury. Shifting global energy 

design of production could lead to some serious impacts that may be borne by some leading oil producers – especially in the 

emerging regions.  

In a 2°C scenario world, the oil and gas exporting companies can only subsist when a generous portion of their fiscal revenue is 

generated via non-oil based economy and when percentage share of oil based revenue in their GDP is in equilibrium with the non-

oil based one. Persistence of implemented diversification policies is also significant to subsist in a stabilized and a prosperous zero-

carbon economy. An increasing number of non- Afro-Eurasian countries are aiming to pursue net-zero CO2 emissions, generally by 

the mid of 21st century. This is to ensure that all global emissions converge to zero by 2070 and which is also intended by Net Zero 

Emissions by 2050 (NZE2050) case. Under such setup, migration from oil based to non-oil based economy would be exceedingly 

arduous if no preparatory interventions are made beforehand. 
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